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Will-be-set-by-IN-TECH periods of the PBL (sunset transition period) and low wind speed conditions which for many places in the world occur for a substantial percentage of time (Oettl et al., 2001) . Concerning this last complexity, it is important to note that in low wind velocity situations, particularly during stable conditions, the turbulent dispersion in the PBL is poorly described. As a consequence, the occurrence of low wind speed is generally considered the most critical situation associated with the air pollution dispersion problem. The aim of this chapter is to report a turbulence parameterization that can be employed in Lagrangian stochastic dispersion models to describe the air pollution dispersion in the situation of low wind velocity stable conditions. This specific parameterization employs an observational value for the meandering period and turbulent velocity variances and decorrelation time scales varying with height for a stable boundary layer. Therefore, are used two classical approaches to obtain the turbulent velocity variances and the decorrelation time scales. The first turbulence approach used in this study was derived by Degrazia et al. (2000) utilizing Taylor statistical diffusion theory while the second one was developed by Hanna (1982) . Degrazia et al. (2000) turbulence approach is based on the observed turbulent velocity spectra while Hanna (1982) approach is based on analyses of field experiments, theoretical considerations and second-order closure model. An additional aim is to incorporate this new parameterization for the meandering dispersion phenomenon in a numerical Lagrangian stochastic particle model to simulate the dispersion of air pollution in a low wind velocity stable boundary layer. The Lagrangian particle model employed in the present investigation is constituted by a system of two coupled Langevin equations describing the meandering dispersion associated to the lateral and longitudinal components of the wind velocity fluctuations. This dispersion model is based on the so-called Thomson simplest solution and can be applied to more general case of inhomogeneous turbulence. The horizontal coupling, occurring between the lateral and longitudinal velocity components, reproduces the meandering enhanced air pollution transport. Finally, the observed concentration data employed in the comparison with the coupled Lange-vin equations model, incorporating Degrazia et al. (2000) and Hanna (1982) approaches, were obtained from the low wind speed experiment performed in a stable boundary layer from the series of field observations conducted at the Idaho National Engineering Laboratory -INEL.
The SCLE dispersion model
Simulating the dispersion of contaminants in low wind speed stable conditions is a difficult physical task. In such situations, the airborne contaminants are dispersed over rather wide angular sectors and therefore it is no longer possible to establish a definite mean wind direction since low-frequency horizontal wind oscillations start to dominate and diffusion of contaminants in the PBL becomes controlled by these degrees of freedom, characterized by low frequencies (large characteristic time associated with the meandering period). The horizontal meandering of a flow occurs when the wind speed presents a threshold low value and the low-frequency horizontal wind oscillations generate autocorrelation functions of the horizontal wind components showing a looping behavior evidenced by the presence of accentuated negative lobes Oettl et al., 2005) . This oscillatory character associated with the meandering phenomenon and consequently the presence of large negative lobes in the observed autocorrelation functions were recently explained as an intrinsic property of atmospheric flows occurring in weak horizontal turbulent momentum flux conditions (Goulart et al., 2007) . The low wind speed autocorrelation functions of the horizontal wind components displaying an oscillation behavior and the presence of large negative lobes can be very well fitted by the following relationship
where
and
The functional form as given by the Eqs. (1), (2) and (3) is composed of the product of the classical exponential function (representing the autocorrelation function for a fully developed turbulence) by the cosine function (describes the meandering phenomenon associated with the observed low frequency horizontal wind oscillations) (Frenkiel, 1953) . The Frenkiel function (Eq. (1)) is a hybrid formula described in terms of T Lu,v , the local horizontal Lagrangian time scale for a fully developed turbulence, and m, the loop parameter which controls the meandering oscillation frequency associated with the horizontal wind. It is worth noting that large m values characterize the dominant presence of the meandering phenomenon in comparison with the fully developed turbulence. Anfossi et al. (2006) proposed a system of two coupled Langevin equations (SCLE) to describe the contaminants dispersion in meandering conditions. Therefore, the following system of equations describes the dispersion in low wind speed conditions
where u and v are the horizontal components of the wind velocity fluctuations, ξu and ξv are random Gaussian variables having zero mean and unit variance, σ u and σ v are standard deviations of the horizontal wind components. It is important to note that Eqs. (4) and (5) are valid assuming horizontal homogeneous conditions . For the vertical component of the velocity fluctuation w we solve the Langevin equation accor-ding to the usual LAMBDA model Thomson, 1987) 
where dW j is the incremental Gaussian Wiener process (with zero mean and variance dt),
w is the vertical turbulent velocity variance and T Lw is the vertical local Lagrangian time scale) and a i (z, w) is computed by solving the Fokker-Planck equation associated with Eqs. (4) and (5) using a PDF of Gram-Chalier type truncated to the third-order (Ferrero & Anfossi, 1998) . Will-be-set-by-IN-TECH The position of each particle, at each time step, is obtained by the numerical integration of Eqs. (4) and (5) and (6) and the following equation:
where i = 1, 2, 3, x i is the position vector of each particle, u i is its corresponding Lagrangian velocity vector. Therefore, to describe the diffusion of passive scalars in the PBL the Langevin equation is integrated according to the rules of the Ito calculus (Gardiner, 1997) , which was developed to get solutions of the stochastic differential equations.
Turbulence parameterization for modeling meandering effects in the stable PBL
The fundamental parameters to reproduce meandering transport effects, employing the Eqs. (4) and (5), are the quantities m, σ u,v and T Lu,v which define the Eqs. (1), (2), (3), (4) and (5). In this section the values of these physical parameters will be computed. In PBL turbulent dispersion models the selection of an adequate parameterization plays a fundamental role to evaluate the contaminants concentration in the atmosphere. Thusly, the efficiency of each approach to reproduce correctly the contaminants concentration field depends on the manner turbulent parameters are related to physical properties of the PBL. In the specific case of parameterization of the enhanced horizontal diffusion of passive scalars, controlled by the meandering phenomenon, the variables p and q need to be introduced into Eqs. (4) and (5). Analyzing the Eqs. (1), (2) and 3) we can define the following meandering period .
from which can be obtained a relation for m given by (Carvalho et al., 2006 )
As seen in Eq. (9), this formula for the loop parameter, defines m as a quantity that can be estimated from the meandering period T * and of the local horizontal time scale associated with a fully developed turbulence T Lu,v . On the other hand, analyzing Eq. (9) it is possible to notice that the presence of large values for the local turbulent time scales impede the increasing of m and consequently the meandering reinforced transport tends to vanish in the PBL. Time series of sonic anemometer wind speeds were analyzed by Anfossi et al. (2005) . These observational data suggest that the mean magnitude of the meandering period is of the order of T * ∼ = 2000s.
Turbulence parameterization derived by Degrazia et al. (2000) and Hanna (1982)
It is possible to relate turbulent parameters (wind velocity standard deviations σ u,v,w and Lagrangian decorrelation time scales T Lu,v,w ) to spectral distribution of turbulent kinetic energy (TKE). Following this approach, Degrazia et al. (2000) developed expressions for the wind velocity variances and Lagrangian decorrelation time scales. The velocity variances were obtained directly from the integration of the turbulence velocity spectra (Caughey & Palmer, 1979) . On the other hand, the Lagrangian decorrelation time scales were derived 56 Air Quality -Models and Applications
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Meandering Dispersion Model Applied to Air Pollution 5 from the peak wavelength of the turbulent velocity spectra (Caughey, 1982) . Therefore, the turbulent velocity variances (σ u,v,w ) and the local turbulent time scales (T Lu,v,w ) for a stable boundary layer are given respectively by the following expression (Degrazia et al., 2000 )
where z is the height above the surface, c u,v,w = α u,v,w α u (2πk) −2/3 with k = 0.4 (von karman constant), α u = 0.5 ± 0.05 and α u,v,w = 1, 4/3, 4/3, respectively (Champagne et al., 1977; Sorbjan, 1989) . For a shear-dominated stable PBL the adimensional dissipation rate φ s ǫ = ǫ s kz/u 3 * can be written as φ s ǫ = 1.25(1 + 3.7z/Λ) where Λ is the local Obukhov length given by Λ = L(1 − z/h) (1.5α 1 −α 2 ) , with h being the height of the turbulent stable PBL and L is the surface Obukhov length. Furthermore, for a shear-dominated stable PBL, the local friction velocity is defined by u * =( u * ) 0 (1 − z/h) α 1 /2 , where (u * ) 0 is the surface friction velocity and α 1 = 1.5 and α 2 = 1.0 (Nieuwstadt, 1984) . Finally, the reduced frequency of the stable horizontal spectral peaks is provided by the following relation
16 and (f m ) n ws = 0.33 are the frequencies of the spectral peaks in the surface for neutral conditions (Olesen et al., 1984; Sorbjan, 1989) . Based on analyses of field experiments (Hanna, 1981; 1968; Kaimal, 1976) , theoretical consi-derations (Irwin, 1979; Panofsky et al., 1977) and second-order closure models (Wyngaard et al., 1974) , Hanna (1982) proposed the following turbulence parameterization for the turbulent velocity variances (σ u,v,w ) and the local turbulent time scales (T Lu,v,w ):
From Eqs. (10) and (11), it can be seen that the turbulent velocity variances and the local Lagrangian time scales associated with the fully developed turbulence in the shear-dominated stable turbulent flow in PBL are formulated in terms of a similarity theory and expressed by three fundamental parameters associated with the turbulence in a PBL; the friction velocity, the adimensional dissipation rate and the reduced frequency of the horizontal spectral peaks. On the other hand, Eqs. (12), (13), (14), (15) and (16) are expressed in terms of a similarity theory and described by two fundamental scales, the friction velocity (u * ) and the height of the turbulent stable PBL. Therefore, using Eq. (9), with T * ∼ = 2000s and T Lu,v given by the Eqs. (11), (14) and (15), the low-frequency horizontal wind oscillation effects can be parameterized and introduced into Eqs. (4) and (5) to simulate the observed dispersion of passive scalars, caused by the meandering transport in the stable PBL.
Meandering dispersion simulation
The results of the proposed model are compared with the concentration data collected under stable conditions in low wind speeds over flat terrain at the Idaho Engineering Laboratory (INEL). These observed results have been published in a U.S. National Oceanic and Atmos-pheric Administration (NOAA) report (Sagendorf & Dickson, 1974) . Because of wind direction large variability associated with the meandering phenomenon, a full 360 o sampling grid was implemented. Arcs were laid out at radii of 100, 200 and 400 m from the emission point source. Samplers were placed at intervals of 6 o on each arc for a total of 180 sampling locations. The receptor height was 0.76 m. The tracer SF 6 was released at a height of 1.5 m. The 1 h average concentrations were determined by means of an electron capture gas chromato-graphy. Wind speeds measured at levels 2, 4, 8, 16, 32 and 61 m were used to calculate the coefficient for the exponential wind vertical profile. According to Brusasca et al. (1992) and Sharan & Yadav (1998) the roughness length used was z 0 = 0.005m. The Monin-Obukhov length L and the friction velocity u * were not available for the INEL experiment but can be roughly estimated by different formulations. Then, L may be calculated from an empirical formulation suggested by Zannetti (1990) and the stable turbulent PBL height h was determined according to expression derived by Zilitinchevick (1972) . INEL observed concentrations, χ m (m −2 ), were normalized according to the following relation (Sagendorf & Dickson, 1974) 
where C m is the dimensional concentration expressed in gm −3 ,U 4 is the mean wind speed at 4 m and Q is tracer emission rate (gs −1 ). Consequently, predicted concentrations are for the INEL experiments expressed in (m −2 ). For the simulations, the turbulent flow field is considered as inhomogeneous in the vertical direction and the transport is performed by the longitudinal component of the mean wind velocity. In the simulations the horizontal domain was determined according to sampler distances and the vertical domain was set equal to the observed PBL height h. The emission point source was localized at the domain centre. The time step was maintained constant and equal to ∆t = 0.5s during the simulations. The magnitude of this time step is of the order of the time scales of Kolmogorov's turbulent energy spectrum inertial subrange. Furthermore, this value of ∆t performs the following inequality ∆t << T L . This condition ensures that the turbulent velocities can be considered a Markov process (Rodean, 1996) . For each simulation, the number of particles released was 10 6 . In the case of the INEL experiments, the cells of concentration at ground-level have a vertical dimension of ∆z = 3m . On the other hand, the horizontal dimensions were computed from the following relation
where r is the arc radius and N ang = 60 is the number of samplers per arc. This way of computing the cell size covers all the compass at the three radii without significant overlapping. From these criteria results dx = 10.47m, dy = 20.93m and dz = 41.87m for the three arcs res-pectively. The simulated concentrations were obtained by counting the number of particles in volumes generated from the vertical and horizontal dimensions above presented.
Results and discussion
The performance of the SCLE model, employing the meandering parameterization for u and v components as given by the Eqs. (9), (10), (11), (12), (13), (14) and (15) (Degrazia et al., 2000) and Hanna (1982) turbulence parameterization is able to reproduce the dispersion of the contaminants plume over all the 360 o . Concerning to the environmental effects of air contaminants released in the PBL, the estimation of the location in which the maximum concentration occurs is a fundamental data. Regarding this information, the maximum concentration for experiment 8 at 400 m is approxi-mately well reproduced by the SCLE model using Degrazia et al. (2000) and Hanna (1982) parameterization. Observing Figs. 2 and 4, we can see that the SCLE model with the Degrazia et al. (2000) and Hanna (1982) turbulence approach simulates fairly well the observed maximum concentrations for experiment 6 at 100, 200 and 400 m. In addition, to obtain a global evaluation about of the quality of the simulations that were made using the meandering parameterization, the following statistical indices have been computed at each arc, for the ten INEL experiments: concmax, top5 and S y . Concmax (m −2 ) is the maximum ground-level concentration, top5 (m −2 ) refers to the mean of the 5 highest measured and computed ground-level concentration and (5) employing the meandering parameterization and respectively Degrazia et al. (2000) and Hanna (1982) turbulence approach. Figs. 5 (a,b and c) (Degrazia et al. (2000) turbulence approach) and Figs. 6 (a,b and c) (Hanna (1982) turbulence approach) show respectively the scatter diagram between observed and predicted concmax, top5 and S y values. Observing these figures it is possible to notice that there is a certain data spread, however this scattering is not sufficient to avoid a reasonable alignment in relation to the straight of perfect agreement. (11), (14) and (15)) and other three models (Oettl et al., 2001; Sagendorf & Dickson, 1974; Sharan & Yadav, 1998) . The statistical indices are suggested by Hanna (1989) :
where C is the analyzed quantity (concentration) and the subscripts "o" and "p" represent the observed and the predicted values, respectively. The overbars in statistical indices indicate averages. The statistical index FB indicates if the predicted quantity underestimates or overestimates the observed one. The statistical index NMSE represents the quadratic error of the predicted quantity in relation to the observed one. The statistical index FS indicates the measure of the comparison between predicted and observed plume spreading. The statistical index FA2 provides the fraction of data for which 0.5 ≤ C o /C p ≤ 2. As nearest zero are the NMSE, FB and FS and as nearest one are the R and FA2, better are the results. Analyzing the results shown in Table 1 , it is possible to infer that the SCLE model employing the meandering parameterization developed in this study reproduces well the experimental data in stable meandering conditions. Furthermore, the SCLE model with these meandering enhanced dispersion parameterizations presents results comparable or even better than ones obtained by other models. Therefore, the proposed parameterizations for the meandering phenomenon reported in the present analysis generate magnitudes of the statistical indices that are within acceptable ranges, with NMSE, FB and FS values relatively near to zero and R and FA2 relatively near to 1. NMSE R FA2 FB FS SCLE model Degrazia et al. (2000) 
Conclusions
The investigation deals with contaminants dispersion associated with the low wind speed cases. In low wind velocity conditions in the stable PBL, the meandering horizontal of the wind is a physical mechanism that dominates the horizontal spread of contaminants. This means that as the average wind speed decreases, large horizontal low frequency oscillations start to control the flow field, surpassing both the transport and the small-scale diffusion ge-nerated by the fully developed turbulence. Therefore, based on meandering phenomenon observational evidences and Degrazia et al. (2000) and Hanna (1982) turbulence approach, which allows to calculate local (at distinct-heights) horizontal Lagrangian time scales, para-meterizations for the reinforced meandering diffusion were derived and presented. The parameters p and q (Eqs. 2 and 3) are important quantities describing the meandering phenomenon. They are defined in terms of m, which controls the magnitude of negative lobes in the meandering observed autocorrelation functions, and of the local horizontal time scales T Lu,v for a fully developed turbulence. Therefore, Eq. (9) is a formulation for the meandering parameterization that is described in terms of the meandering period T * and of the time scales T Lu,v . Concerning to the T * , an observed representative mean value of the meandering period of the order of T * = 2000s, obtained from a large number of experimental data, was employed in this study. This phenomenological choice for the value of T * , allows that the present approach can be applied to meandering distinct cases. On the other hand, the parameterization of T Lu,v was obtained from Degrazia et al. (2000) and Hanna (1982) turbulence descriptions. Thusly, the equations that provide T Lu, v (Eqs. 11, 14 and 15) are expressed in terms of a similarity theory describing the shear dominated stable turbulence. The meandering parameterizations above discussed were evaluated and tested through the comparison with observational data and other different meandering dispersion models. The results generated by the simulations using the two coupled Langevin equations (SCLE), employing the new parameterizations, agree well with the experimental data, pointing that the present approaches reproduce the contaminants meandering spread process adequately in low wind speed stable conditions. Finally, considering the good agreement between the results of the proposed model with the experimental ones, the new parameterizations for the meandering phenomenon employed in the SCLE are found to be suitable to simulate meandering enhanced dispersion of contaminants in a low wind speed stable PBL.
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